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Molecular dynamics simulation of the structure of yttria Y 2O3 phases
using pairwise interactions
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We have studied the structure of yttria (Y2O3) by means ofab initio and molecular dynamics methods. The
suggested simple model for the interatomic interaction is shown to produce reasonable results at moderate
pressures for a wide range of temperatures. The calculated x-ray structure factor is in good agreement with
experimental data obtained by the x-ray levitation technique at the temperature of 2526 K. The quality of the
agreement decreases with increasing temperature. We demonstrate that it is not necessary to assume nonsto-
ichiometry of liquid yttria, as was done in a recent publication, to obtain agreement with experiment. The
structure of liquid yttria can be considered as a mixture of 4- and 6-coordinated Y atoms. We also show the
possibility of a ‘‘light’’ amorphous yttria phase, which possibly can be obtained by quenching from a vapor
instead of ‘‘conventional’’ amorphous yttria quenched from a liquid.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Yttria (Y2O3) is an end-member component of th
Al2O3-Y2O3 system. Stoichometric compounds in this sy
tem, such as perovskite~YAP! and garnet~YAG! are impor-
tant technological materials.1 On the other hand, a few year
ago density-driven liquid-liquid phase separation in this s
tem was observed.2 Of course, it is challenging and of fun
damental interest to investigate this phenomenon on an
mistic scale. Naturally, before embarking on this study,
have to be convinced that our tools are adequate for stu
of simpler systems, namely, yttria and alumina (Al2O3). Alu-
mina was studied and the results are in good agreement
experimental data.3–6 Recently, valuable experimental da
for the structure of liquid and undercooled yttria was o
tained by a containerless technique.7,8 However, the interpre-
tation of this data was questioned.9 The objective of the
present study is threefold: first, to develop and test our mo
of yttria by comparison with experimental data; second,
provide a detailed explanation of noncrystalline yttria stru
ture on the atomic scale; and third, to see if it is inde
necessary to assume9 nonstoichiometric composition of liq
uid yttria to obtain good agreement with experiment.

The paper is organized as follows. First, the procedure
developing a model for yttria is explained. Second, so
technical details of our MD simulations are provided. Thi
the results concerning verification of our model and comp
son between the calculated and experimental structures
given. We also show that there is a possibility of formati
of a less dense amorphous phase which can be quen
from yttria vapor in MD simulation. Fourth, we discuss th
results of our simulations and compare with previo
results.9

II. INTERATOMIC POTENTIALS

In a recent study9 of yttria the pair interaction potential o
a Pauling type was used. This potential consists of two ter
0163-1829/2001/64~18!/184103~8!/$20.00 64 1841
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namely, the Coulomb interaction and a power function a
repulsive term. Unfortunately, this interaction model9 does
not reproduce the melting temperature of yttria.7,8

Therefore, we felt that we could not rely on the sam
potential and decided to develop another one. We wante
obtain a potential which would have as few parameters
possible, yet it should reproduce properties of the substa
with a reasonable precision. For ionic materials interatom
potentials in the form of a Buckingham potential10 is a rather
traditional model which has been shown to perform su
ciently well11–14and, therefore, widely used for modeling o
various oxides. The advantages and shortcomings of th
kind of models are well known.15 Since with increasing ion-
icity the van der Waals term becomes less important,16 we
assumed the interaction model to be of the following form

V~r i j !5
ZiZje

2

r i j
1Ai j exp~2Bi j r i j !, ~1!

where the individual terms represent the Coulomb and re
sion energy, respectively. Herer i j is the interatomic distance
between atomsi and j, Zi is an effective charge of thei th
atom,e the electron charge, andAi j andBi j are parameters
for the repulsive interactions.

These parameters were fitted using the computer c
GULP ~Ref. 17! to reproduce the structure, bulk modulu
(KT), and theC11 and C12 elastic constants of yttria in the
a-Y2O3 phase at zero pressure and zero temperature.
data for the fit was obtained as follows.

The structural form of Y2O3 stable up to near its melting
temperature is cubic~space groupIa3, Mn2O3 bixbyite
type!, known asa-Y2O3 or C-Y2O3. The crystal structure
was studied by x-ray diffraction18,19 and by neutron
diffraction.20,21This structure was chosen as an input for t
fit in the lattice dynamics programGULP. The lattice con-
stant, bulk modulus (KT) and theC11 and C12 elastic con-
stants were calculated using the full-potential linear muffi
©2001 The American Physical Society03-1
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tin-orbital ~FPLMTO! method22 assuming the same structur
Using the FPLMTO method we also calculated ene
(E)-volume(V) curve for the same (a-Y2O3) structure. This
curve was used to obtain theP-V equation of state at zer
temperature. The FPLMTO calculations were based on
local-density approximation and we used t
Hedin-Lundqvist23 parametrization for the exchange and co
relation potential. Basis functions, electron densities, and
tentials were calculated without any geometric
approximation.22 These quantities were expanded in com
nations of spherical harmonic functions~with a cutoff l max
56) inside nonoverlapping spheres surrounding the ato
sites~muffin-tin spheres! and in a Fourier series in the inte
stitial region. The muffin-tin sphere occupied approximat
62% of the unit cell. The radial basis functions within th
muffin-tin spheres are linear combinations of radial wa
functions and their energy derivatives, computed at ener
appropriate to their site, principal as well as orbital atom
quantum numbers, whereas outside the spheres the
functions are combinations of Neuman or Hank
functions.24,25 In the calculations reported here, we made u
of pseudocore 4p states for Y and valence band 5s, 5p, 4d,
and 4f basis functions for Y and valence band 2s, 2p, and
3d basis functions for O with corresponding two sets of e
ergy parameters, one appropriate for the semicore 4p states,
and the other appropriate for the valence states. The resu
basis formed a single, fully hybridizing basis set. For sa
pling the irreducible wedge of the Brillouin zone we used t
specialk-point method.26 In order to speed up the conve
gence we have associated each calculated eigenvalue w
Gaussian broadening of width 20 mRy.

When using lattice dynamics for calculating the para
eters of the potential@Eq. ~1!#, we used a so-called relaxe
fitting,17 such that atoms were allowed to change their po
tions in order to result in zero forces acting on them. Since
our fit we used a unit cell containing 32 Y atoms and 48
atoms, the total number of observables is equal to 249, w
the number of fitted parameters equals 8. Still, we have
tained a very good description of the fitted data. Three set
effective charges were probed~with the effective charge on
the Y atom equal to22.1, 21.8, and21.5e, respectively!.
The best fit was obtained with the parameters listed in Ta
I. Some results of the fit and the FPLMTO data, which w
used for the fit, are listed in Table II along with the expe
mental data.27

III. MOLECULAR DYNAMIC SIMULATIONS

A. Technical details

A description of the molecular dynamic method can
found elsewhere.28 In short, the molecular dynamic metho

TABLE I. Parameters of the potential@Eq. ~1! (ZY51.8,ZO5
21.2)# for Y2O3.

Atom-Atom A B
~kJ mol! (Å 21)

Y-Y 239 350.4 4.3048
Y-O 143 417.5 5.7928
O-O 450 833.3 5.3195
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consists in solving numerically equations of atomic motio
assuming initial coordinates and velocities of atoms an
model of interaction between them. Normally, as is also
case in our MD calculations, periodic boundary conditio
~PBC! are applied. PBC means that if a particle leaves
computational cell on one side of the cell, then an identi
particle enters the cell from the opposite side. Most of
simulations were performed using the packageMOLDY.29

Simulations in the NTP~constant N: number of particles; T
temperature; and P: pressure! ensemble30 were performed.
The results of MD simulations in the NTP ensemble with t
chosen model of the interatomic interaction depend on, a
from the initial arrangement of atoms, the number of tim
steps (ntime steps), size of time step (Dt), number of atoms
(N), cutoff (r cutoff) of the interatomic potential, specifie
time constants for temperature (tT), and pressure (tP) fluc-
tuations. Therefore, the influence of these parameters
carefully studied by carrying out test runs at various T and
It was found that correct results can normally be obtain
with ntime steps520 000, Dt50.002 psec,r cutoff58 Å, tT
50.2 psec, andtP50.5 psec. Still, whenever we suspect
that the results might have been affected by the choice of
above parameters we varied them to verify that the final
sults are correct. For example, when modeling amorph
phases~see below! at low temperatures, we performed ve
long runs withntime steps5200 000. The number of particlesN
was 2160 atoms, which correspond to a 33333 configura-
tion of the unit cell containing 80 atoms. Some of the resu
were checked using 43434 configuration withN equal to
5120 atoms. The long-range Coulomb energy was calcula
using the Ewald method31 with a precision of 1025. The
assumption of a mean-field distribution of the density w
applied for the calculations of the energy and forces ar
.r cutoff58 Å. The convergence of results was checked
calculating intermediate averages.28

B. Verification of the interaction model

In order to verify a reliable performance of the model
pressures~P! and temperatures~T! different from the ambi-
ent ~0 bar and 298 K!, we performed a series of MD simu
lations. The initial configuration of the Y and O atoms w
the crystal lattice possessingIa3 symmetry (a-Y2O3). The
Y atoms occupies two nonequivalent positions, one in
center of a distorted cube, with only six of the eight cu
corners occupied by O atoms. The other Y position is in
center of the edge-adjacent cube with differently arrange

TABLE II. Some experimental and calculated properties
yttria.

Property Expt.~Ref. 27! Ab initio
~FPLMTO!a

Fitted

Unit cell (Å) 10.6 10.5 10.598
Bulk modulus~GPa! 156.0 154.0 154.6
C11 224.0 247.0 235.0
C12 90.0 107.0 114.4

aR. Ahuja ~unpublished!.
3-2
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MOLECULAR DYNAMICS SIMULATION OF THE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 184103
atoms. While the first type of position for Y is symmetrical
surrounded by 6 O atoms, the second position is also 6 c
ordinated, with 3 atoms somewhat closer and 3 O atoms
somewhat further away compared to the first position for
Nevertheless, even smaller temperature induced pertu
tions of the yttria structure lead to a strong first peak in
radial distribution function~RDF! of O atoms around the Y
atom. The second peak of the Y-O RDF is separated from
first one by a considerable distance~Fig. 1!.

Pressure-volume~PV! relationship, calculated at the tem
perature~T! of 300 K is shown in Fig. 2 compared wit
FPLMTO ~0 K isotherm! curve. Note that the pressure d
pendence ofa-Y2O3 volume calculated with the FPLMTO
method was not used to calculate the parameters of the

FIG. 1. The Y-O radial distribution function~RDF! of solid
yttria (a-Y2O3) simulated by molecular dynamics~MD! method at
the temperature of 300 K and pressure 1 bar. The Y-O runn
coordination number~RCN, average number of O atoms around
atom as a function of distance from Y atom! is also shown. There is
a step at the Y-O RCN curve which confirms that the first coor
nation shell of Y atom consists of 6 O atoms.

FIG. 2. The FPLMTO~0 K! and MD ~300 K! calculated iso-
therms of solid yttria (a-Y2O3). The volume is given in terms o
the size of the cubic unit cell containing 80 atoms~i.e., 16 formula
units of yttria!.
18410
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tential @Eq. ~1!#. Since the fitted bulk modulus~Table II!
compares well with the FPLMTO bulk modulus, the is
therms are close to each other up to pressures of abou
GPa. However, at higher pressure the isotherms are ra
different. Since we are interested in properties of yttria
elevated temperatures at normal pressure, which corresp
to larger volumes than at ambient T and P, the agreeme
sufficiently good in the region of interest. On the other ha
we have to conclude that the developed interatomic poten
is not suitable for modeling of yttria at very high pressure

MD calculated volumes at P51 bar and at T from 300 K
up to 5000 K are shown in Fig. 3 in comparison with th
recent experimental data.32 There is a very good agreeme
between these data sets. The sudden change of the MD
culated yttria volume is a manifestation of the thermal ins
bility which occurs at a temperature of about 3125 K. No
that this is not melting. We could calculate the melting te
perature quite precisely~precisely with respect to the inter
atomic interaction model! using, for example, the two-phas
method.4 However, we do not need to know the melting tem
perature exactly but can give an estimate, using a ro
method based on our previous MD simulations for the m
ing transition. Thus, from simulations of alumina we can s
that normally the melting temperature is below the tempe
ture of the thermal instability by somewhat more than 10%3

This gives us a melting temperature of yttria between 270
and 2800 K, which is very close to the experimental melti
temperature.7,8 The volume change at melting is large, sim
lar to that observed for melting of alumina.3,4

Overall, the model@Eq. ~1! and Table I# performs reason-
ably well and our results from MD simulations are close
the results of other~ab initio and experimental! methods at
moderate pressures and up to high temperatures. This
gests that the model might be applied to calculate structu

g

-

FIG. 3. The MD calculated volume of yttria at the pressure o
bar as a function of temperature compared with experimental
~Ref. 32! for the a-Y2O3. The MD calculated points are connecte
by dashed line for convenience. The sudden jump at a tempera
of about 3150 K is an indication of thermal instability and a tra
sition into a liquid state. The volume is given in terms of the size
the cubic unit cell containing 80 atoms~i.e., 16 formula units of
yttria!.
3-3
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BELONOSHKO, GUTIERREZ, AHUJA, AND JOHANSSON PHYSICAL REVIEW B64 184103
of liquid and amorphous yttria and gives us a solid grou
for an interpretation of the experimental results.

C. Comparison between calculated and experimental structures

To study the structure of noncrystalline yttria we pe
formed MD run at P51 bar and T54000 K for 40 000 time
steps. The final configuration was saved and served a
initial configuration for runs at a number of temperatures.
these runs consisted of 20 000 time steps to equilibrate
system and then another 20 000 time steps were used to
culate average properties. We also calculated averages
5000 time steps at the productive stage of each simula
run. No systematic drift was observed by using these in
mediate averages. To make sure that the results are no
fluenced by the duration of the runs we performed sev
runs of extreme length, up to 200 000 steps. Therefore,
presented results are checked against adjustable param
variation as explained above in Sec. III A and also aga
run duration which might be critical when calculating amo
phous structure.

The four calculated RDF are presented in Fig. 4~for de-
tails of calculation of RDF see, e.g., the paper by Gutier
et al.5!. The RDF is rather typical for all liquid and unde
cooled liquid structures. The general RDF~marked as ‘‘any-
any’’ in the legend of Fig. 4! shows a strong first peak,
visible second peak and a rather featureless tail in agreem
with the experimental data.7,8 We want to emphasize that th
absence of strong peaks in the general RDF at dista
larger than the position for the second peak is typical
noncrystalline yttria. Such peaks have not been observed
ther in the liquid nor in the amorphous MD simulated yttr
at any, as low as 300 K, temperature. Also, there is a v
small overlap between the first Y-O and O-O RDF pea
Therefore, the O-O RDF does not add much intensity to
first peak of the general RDF. The positions of the fi
(2.25 Å) and the second (3.65 Å) peaks are the sam
derived from experimental data.7,8

FIG. 4. Radial distribution functions~RDF! calculated at the
temperature of 2833 K. The general RDF is indicated as ‘‘any-a
in the legend.
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To compare the results of our MD simulations with e
perimental data,7,8 we carried out four MD runs at the ex
perimental conditions,7,8 i.e., at the pressure 1 bar and at fo
temperatures. RDF’s, similar to those shown in Fig. 4, w
calculated as well as the density. This was sufficient inf
mation to calculate the x-ray scattering static structure fac
to compare with the experimental ones.7,8 This comparison is
more appropiate than to compare the pair distribution fu
tion, which is derived from the experimental diffraction pa
tern subject to several assumptions. Partial static struc
factors are calculated from the Fourier transform of cor
sponding partial pair distribution functions by means of

Sab~q!5dab14pr~cacb!1/2E
0

`

@gab~r !21#
sin~qr !

qr
r 2dr,

~2!

whereca(b)5Na(b) /N is the concentration ofa(b) species,
r is the density, andgab is the radial distribution function of
atomb around thea atom.

The x-ray scattering static structure factor can be obtai
from the partial static structure factors by weighting the
with the x-ray form factors:

SX~q!5

(
ab

f a~q! f b~q!~cacb!1/2@Sab~q!#

(
a

f a
2~q!ca

, ~3!

where f a(q) are theq-dependent x-ray form factors. Th
form factors for Y and O are taken from the literature.33,34

In Fig. 5 we display the calculated and experimen
SX(q) for four different temperatures. Two of these tempe
tures~2526 and 2650 K! are below the melting temperatur
and two of them are above melting~2833 and 3039 K!. The
agreement is best for the lowest temperature. Even tho
the agreement becomes worse with increasing tempera
the basic features, namely two distinct peaks, a sharp
peak, a flat second peak and a featureless tail, are all
reproduced and are common for the calculated a
experimental7,8 curves. Note that the scatter of the expe
mental data becomes larger with increasing temperat
Also, the height of the first peak in the experimental da
changes irregularly with temperature with the highest pea
the temperature of 2650 K. While the experimental d
shows a strong change ofSX(q) with temperature, the calcu
latedSX(q) ~Fig. 6! depends much less on temperature. T
is an indication that no major structural changes occur wit
a comparatively narrow temperature interval, which is, in o
opinion, natural to expect for a noncrystalline structure u
less a liquid-liquid transition occurs.

IV. DISCUSSION

There are three things which need to be discussed: fir
comparison with previous MD calculations for the noncry
talline yttria structure;9 second, a comparison with the stru
ture of amorphous yttria as derived from the experimen

’’
3-4
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FIG. 5. Structure factor of liquid Y2O3 at the pressure of 1 bar, calculated as described in the text and compared with experimen
~Ref. 7! at four temperatures:~a! 2526 K, ~b! 2650 K, ~c! 2833 K, and~d! 3039 K.
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data;7,8 and, third, the possibility of an alternative, ‘‘light
amorphous phase.

The authors of a recent paper9 concerning yttria could no
obtain a qualitative agreement between the simulated
experimental structure for noncrystalline yttria, unless th
assumed nonstoichiometry in their simulation, namely, a s
stantial oxygen atom deficit. Though the paper lacks deta
it is still possible to make certain remarks concerning
reasons for the mismatch between their simulations and
periment. The general RDF in their paper for stoichiome
yttria exhibits a number of distinct peaks even for large d
tances. This is typical for a solid structure. This indicates t
these simulations gave results which are valid for a so
structure, and, therefore, could not be expected to look
the experimental RDF for amorphous or liquid yttria. How
ever, the authors9 assumed that yttria under the experimen
conditions with a low oxygen fugacity might experience
deficit of oxygen. Therefore they took away a certain amo
of oxygen and carried out other runs with nonstoichiome
yttria as a starting configuration. Finally, when a sufficien
18410
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FIG. 6. Structure factor of liquid Y2O3 at the pressure of 1 ba
calculated at four temperatures indicated in the legend. Ther
rather subtle change in structure over the considered temper
interval.
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large amount of O atoms was taken away the calcula
structure qualitatively matched the experimental one. We
lieve that this happened because the structure with delete
atoms is less stable than stoichiometric yttria, and, theref
the match was obtained when yttria in the MD run collaps
The collapse is the main reason for the match achiev
However, the oxygen deficit is not necessary to achiev
good match with the experimental structure, which is cl
from our Fig. 5.

The authors of the experimental paper7,8 made certain
conclusions regarding the structure of noncrystalline yt
based on experimental data. We should note, however,
the primary data is subject to some scatter. Some fur
technical operations, used to extract the data from RDF
add certain errors. Therefore, these conclusions, even b
based on experiment, might be subject to some errors
particular, the authors conclude that, as the temperature
creases, the coordination number~CN! ~number of oxygens
in the first shell around Y atom! increases, and that the leng
of the Y-O bond decreases. However, this appears to b
very strange phenomenon, because in order to have CN
creasing and the bond length decreasing one has to rea
higher density. Unless the noncrystalline yttria volume d
creases with temperature, as contrary to the most usua
havior ~temperature expansion is positive for nearly all su
stances!, the obtained judgement of the experimental d
appears to be unlikely. In Fig. 7 we illustrate how the Y
CN changes with distance and with temperature. The CN
in solid yttria and less than 6 in noncrystalline yttria; the C
decreases and the Y-O bond length increases as the tem
ture increases. We should also note that the first peak of
general RDF, which is responsible for the CN derived fro
the experiment, is increasingly affected by the O-O R
when the temperature increases. This might lead to a con

FIG. 7. Y-O running coordination number~RCN, average num-
ber of O atoms around Y atom as a function of distance from
atom! in amorphous and liquid yttria as a function of temperatu
RCN in solid yttria is shown for comparison. The number of ox
gens in the first shell and the Y-O bond length correspond to
inflection point on the RCN curve, for example, at the temperat
of about 3000 K the Y-O bond length is about 3.3 Å and the Y
RCN is approximately between 4.5 and 5 O atoms.
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sion of an increase of the Y-O CN with temperature from t
experimental data, which do not discriminate between diff
ent kinds of atoms. Note~Fig. 7! that in the experimenta
temperature range the calculated change of the CN and
Y-O bond length are small. However, for a wide temperat
range from 300 to 5000 K, the trend becomes quite cle
Somewhat nonmonotonic behavior can be noticed at
temperatures~between 300 and 1000 K! and we shall discuss
it next.

The calculated density of amorphous yttria exhibits
irregular dependence on temperature~Fig. 8!. Namely, that
the volume decreases at temperatures between 300 K
1000 K and at temperatures above 1000 K it increases ag
This can be given a simple physical explanation. The volu
behavior means that at low temperatures the atoms ha
kinetic energy which does not allow them to explore all t
local minima of the energy megabasin. As the temperat
increases above 300 K, the atoms are able to visit many m
local minima and the volume decreases. On the other h
the structural thermal expansion acts in the opposite di
tion. At a temperature above 1000 K the second mechan
apparently dominates and the volume starts to increase.
also explains the irregular behavior of the Y-O RCN in t
temperature interval between 300 and 1000 K which
shown in Fig. 7. A similar behavior was also observed in
simulation of amorphous SiO2.35

Another interesting effect which we found is that th
amorphous phase of yttria might not be unique and one
talk about several amorphous phases of yttria. The n
‘‘light’’ phase of amorphous yttria was obtained by quenc
ing vapor-phase yttria. To do this, the crystalline yttria w
first heated above the temperature of evaporization, whic
about 6000 K for the given model. The MD simulation
conducted at the temperature of 6000 K and higher, sho
that the volume significantly increases compared to the v

.

e
e

FIG. 8. Volume of yttria, calculated using molecular dynami
method, as a function of temperature at the pressure of 1 bar.
curves, shown on the figure, are obtained using two different in
configurations of Y and O atoms. The curve, indicated
‘‘quenched from liquid’’ in the legend, was calculated using starti
liquidlike configuration of atoms. The curve, indicated
‘‘quenched from vapor’’ in the legend, was calculated using start
gaslike configuration of atoms~see text for details!.
3-6
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umes, calculated below approximately 6000 K. To check
nature of this increase, we conducted MD simulations at
temperature of 7000 K for the pressures 1 bar and 10 b
The volume of yttria at the pressure of 10 bars was appr
mately 10 times less than the volume at the pressure of 1
at the same temperature~7000 K!, which clearly suggests
that the simulated configuration is indeed the vapor~or gas-
like! phase. The final configuration of Y and O atoms, o
tained as a result of the MD run at the pressure of 1 bar
temperature of 7000 K was saved. Then, this configura
was used as an initial configuration when conducting sim
lations at a number of temperatures as indicated in Fig
Note, that the ‘‘normal’’ amorphous phase was obtained
actly in the same way, with the only difference—the initi
configuration was saved from the MD run at the temperat
4000 K instead of 7000 K. While at final temperatures abo
approximately 1500 K the volume of the new ‘‘light’’ phas
~indicated on Fig. 8 as ‘‘quenched from vapor’’! is close to
the volume of ‘‘normal’’ amorphous yttria~indicated on Fig.
8 as ‘‘quenched from liquid’’!, the densities are distinctly
different at low temperatures. We explain this in the follo
ing way. The ‘‘normal’’ amorphous phase inherits, in som
sense, the structure of liquid yttria. The vapor yttria is su
stantially much more disordered, with very small first pe
in the RDF functions and a nonexistent second peak—
being a typical feature for a vapor phase. When the ther
movement into a local energy minimum position is abrup
hindered, as is the case when quenching to low temperat
the obtained phase has a higher degree of distortion
therefore, a larger volume. We carried out extrem
long—up to a 0.5 nanosecond—simulations and did not
serve any relevant changes compared to the 10 times sh
simulations. The new ‘‘light’’ amorphous phase was subj
to various perturbations, such as elevated pressure, but
onstrated a considerable stability against these influence
the ‘‘light’’ amorphous phase is brought to a low temperatu
on
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through the intermediate stage of equilibration at the te
perature of 4000 K~where the configuration for the MD
simulations of ‘‘normal’’ amorphous phase was obtained; s
above in Sec. III!, we do not obtain a ‘‘light’’ phase. This is
because diffusion in the liquid phase is significant and
gaslike phase equilibrates into a liquidlike phase. If t
quenching would be performed very slow, in contrast w
our instant quenching, we would probably obtain the resu
different from that shown in Fig. 8 for low temperature
where the diffusion is low. It is well known35 that properties
of nonequilibrium phases depend on a history of their pre
ration. In this paper, we point out the principle possibility
obtaining a ‘‘light’’ amorphous yttria phase.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Our chosen method to describe the interatomic inter
tions in yttria is shown to perform sufficiently well to allow
for a description of various properties of yttria phases
reasonable agreement with experiment. Based upon
present results, we are led to conclude that the assump
about nonstoichiometric yttria melting9 is not necessary to
get an agreement with experimental data7,8 on structure of
liquid yttria. The temperature dependence of the structure
noncrystalline yttria might be complex and further consid
ations of its nonunique character should be made.
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